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People often confuse the Qarakhanids with the Qara Khitai. Indeed, the
two dynasties bore the title “Qara” (black), and ruled roughly the same ter&
ritory in close chronological proximity. Moreover, from the early twelfth
century and until nearly the end of their rule, the Qarakhanids were vassals
of the Qara Khitai. Not less significant for the purpose of this study, both
dynasties are poorly&documented and therefore have attracted relatively
meager scholarly attention, a fact that adds to the general confusion. Despite
these similarities, however, there are also obvious differences between the
two dynasties. Perhaps the most important one is that the Qarakhanids
embraced Islam and became the firstMuslimTurkic dynasty, while theQara
Khitai, despite their close familiarity with the Muslim world, continued to
adhere to their former religious tradition (of native Khitan religion as well
as of Buddhism). Another major difference is that while the Qarakhanids
originated in the Steppes, the Qara Khitai came to Central Asia after more
than two hundred years during which they had ruled Manchuria, Mongolia
and parts of north China as the Liao dynasty (907&1125). Throughout their
rule in Central Asia (1124&1218), the Qara Khitai retained several Chinese
features and were considered a legitimate Chinese dynasty, known as the
Western Liao (Xi Liao), by traditional Chinese historiography. Contempo&
raryMuslim authors, although usually referring to theWestern Liao as Qara
Khitai or just Khitā, often denote its rulers as “the Chinese”.
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 One of the
practical implications of this last feature of the Qara Khitai is that it is
obvious to any of the still few scholars who deal with the Qara Khitai that




What this short and somewhat impressionistic study, deriving mainly
frommy ownwork on the QaraKhitai, would like to stress, is that in order
to write a fuller history of the Qarakhanids, one must also take into account
the Chinese sources for Qarakhanid history, both literary and archaeologi&
cal. Moreover, taking into account the eastern and western sources can also
illuminate an important, albeit frequently neglected, aspect of Qarakhanid
history, namely their role in the Silk Road trade and in their contemporary
worldsystem.
An important reservation should be added at this stage: Chinese mate&
rials are unlikely to create a revolution in Qarakhanid studies. The archaeo&
logical literature is not abundant, and Chinese literary sources on the Qara&
khanids are fragmentary. Like most of the Muslim sources, they were
written by people from outside the Qarakhanid realm, who often misun&
derstood them. Moreover, as will be discussed below, there is no consensus
even regarding the question of which Chinese designations refer to the
Qarakhanids.Yet, ignoring theChinese information,meager as it is, is coun&
ter productive, particularly in the light of the paucity of literary sources on
the Qarakhanids. Only systematic synthesis of contemporary and later
works with the archaeological literature can provide a fuller picture of
Qarakhanidhistory,especiallyofitseconomicandintellectualaspects.
TheQarakhanidsandChina
Qarakhanid inclusion in the Chinese orbit is much less obvious than that
of the Qara Khitai. Yet, part of the Qarakhanid territory, and most of the
territory of the eastern khanate, are now included in the Chinese province
of Xinjiang. Therefore, archaeological and numismatic studies of the rem&
nants of the dynasty are conducted mainly in Chinese. However, the Qara&
khanid connection with China is not only a product of modern boundaries.
During the early part of the Tang period (618&906), until the battle of Talas
in 751, most of what later became the Qarakhanid territories were under
Chinese suzerainty as part of the Anxi province of the Tang. In the Qara&
khanid realm of the eleventh&twelfth centuries, China, though vaguely
known, was closely connected with notions of grandeur and prestige. Most
of the Muslim regions subject to the Qarakhanids (e.g., Kashgar, Transoxa&
nia) considered themselves to have been parts of China, if not in the present
then in the past.
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 Moreover, among the Qarakhanid rulers the title Tamghaj
(or Ṭabgâch) Khan (Turkic: the Khan of China) was a highly prestigious
title, translated as “of great and inveterate rule.”
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 The Arabic form of this
title,Malikal&mashriqwa’l&Ṣīn(theKingofChinaand theEast)alsostresses
the connection with China. The wide use of the title among Qarakhanid
rulers is apparent at least from the early eleventh century, and after the dis&
solution of the Qarakhanid realm into eastern and western khanates in 1041,
Tamghaj Khan was used by most of the rulers of the western khanate, and

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by several important rulers of the eastern khanate.
4
This high statusofChina
in the Qarakhanid realm certainly facilitated the ability of the “Chinese” but
non&Muslim Qara Khitai to legitimize their rule among their Muslim sub&
jects.
5
 It also testifies to the importance the Qarakhanids ascribed to their
eastern neighbors. Indeed, the Qarakhanids established commercial and
sometimes even matrimonial relations with the Sinitic states of their time:
the Khitan state of the Liao (907&1125), and its successor inManchuria and
north China, the Jurchen Jin dynasty (1115&1234), the Han&Chinese Song
dynasty (960&1279), and the Tangut state of the Xi Xia centered in Gansu
(1032&1227)
6
. It is from the fragmentary and scattered information in the
sources of those dynasties that we can collate some information about the
Qarakhanids.
WhataretheQarakhanidscalledinChinese?
The contemporary Chinese usages – Kalahan, Halahan or Heihan (black
[i.e. Qara] khan) – are transliterations or translations of the modern term
Qarakhanids, although the usage Heihan appears at least in two literary
works of the Song dynasty.
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 Yet in order to find out what Chinese sources
have to say about the Qarakhanids, one has first to ascertain what the Qara&
khanid were called in Chinese medieval sources. The answer to this ques&
tion, however, is not at all obvious, and,moreover, is often connected to one
of the most highly debated issues in Chinese scholarship on the Qarakha&
nids, the question of their origins.
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 Thus, for example,Wei Liangtao, one of
the leading Chinese authorities on the Qarakhanids, identifies them with the
names of the Heihan mentioned three times in the official history of the
Song dynasty (theSong shi)where it refers to a particular group ofUighurs,
that after the dissolution of the Uighur empire in 840 migrated westward,
and later settled in Khotan.
9
 Due to his belief in the Uighur origin of the
Qarakhanids, Wei also identified the term Asalan Huigu (the Arslan Uig&
hurs), that appears frequently in the official history of the Liao dynasty, the
Liao shi as referring to the Qarakhanids.
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 Both conclusions are rejected by
Liu Yingsheng.
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 Another possible term relating to the Qarakhanids is the
more general designation Dashi. Dashi derives from the Arabic nisba of the
‘Tāy tribe (ṭāzî), that eventually developed into the term Tajik. In Chinese it
originally meant Arabs or Arabia. Gradually it included the subjects of the
Arab empire, including Persians and later Turks. Eventually the term signi&
fied Muslims in general. In the Song shi section devoted to the Dashi, the
state is defined as originating in Iran (Bosi). yet Qian Baiquan claimed that
someof thereferences to theDashi in theSongshiactually refer to theQara&
khanids.
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 To make things more complicated, Dashi sounds just like the first
name of the founder of the Qara Khitai dynasty, Yelii Dashi (1087&1143).
YeltiDashi’s successors alsoborehis first nameas a title, and theQaraKhi&





also tends to identify some early tenth century general references to the
Tujue (Turks) as relating to the Qarakhanids.
14
 Some of those identifications
are certainly questionable, and more research is needed to determine whe&
ther all or most of them are correct. Those who accept them, however, use
the chapters devoted to the Uighurs (Huihu) and the Dashi in the official
histories of the Tang (the old and new Tang history, Jiu Tang shu and Xin
Tangshu)and theSongas relevant for theQarakhanids.Onemayfeelon fir&
mer ground when looking at the sections of the Chinese histories that deal
with place names in the Qarakhanid territory, most notably Khotan
(Yutian). The official histories of the Song and the Liao, as well as the col&
lectionofSongmemorialstheSonghuiyao,allhavespecialsectionsonKho&
tan, and one can consider their material from the eleventh century onward
as relating to the Qarakhanids. Other Qarakhanid cities, such as Kucha
(Qiuci) or Balasaghun (Husi woerduo or its variants), are also mentioned in
those and other Chinese sources. For example, Balasaghun is mentioned in
the official history of the Jin dynasty, the Jin shi, whileKhotan is alsomen&
tioned in several Song literary works (see above). The information about
those places reflects mainly the close commercial and diplomatic relations
betweenKhotan and the Song and Liao states, (or the less frequent relations
between Balasaghuni merchants and the Jin). This kind of information is
also what can be gleaned from the other Chinese materials in which the
otherpossibleQarakhaniddesignationsappear.
TheArchaeologicalandNumismaticEvidence
As in the western realm of the Qarakhanids, the main remnants of the
dynasty in its eastern territories are its coins. Most of the numismatic evi&
dence unearthed before or in the 1980s is neatly summarized in Jiang
Qixiang’s monograph on Qarakhanid coins from Xinjiang. The book
reviews the findings of the Qarakhanid coins, both the Artux (Atushi) hoard
with its 18,000 coins and the smaller hoards found in south Xinjiang, that
add up to several few thousand coins. However, most of those coins are
undated, and themint is also lacking inmany of them. A considerable num&
ber of those coins (about 500) bear the name of Sulaymān Qadr Tamghaj
Khan, whom Jiang identifies as Sulaymān b. Yūsuf (1032&1056). The Artux
hoard also includes nine coins of the Northern Song dynasty, dated to the
period between 1004&1007 (Jingde) and 1111&1117 (Zhenghe), thereby attes&
ting to the commercial relations between the two kingdoms, and to the pos&
sible dating of the coins.
15
 TheMoyu hoard unearthed near Khotan in 1992
contains only twoQarakhanid coins butmore than 1 000 bronze coins of the




The literature dealing with Qarakhanid non&numismatic remains is also
very limited. However the findings (in the vicinity of Artux, Kashgar and

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Khotan) include several buildings, especially Muslim shrines (mazār), most
notably the shrine of Artux, allegedly built by Satuq Bughra Khan after he
adopted Islam in the early 10
th




Another kind of evidence is provided by the Dunhuang documents.
18

Most relevant among them is a Khotanese letter, written in 970 by the king
of Khotan and sent to the prince of Shazhou (Dunhuang), which describes
the eight&years’ war with the Qarakhanids of Kashgar
19
. Other Dunhuang





So far, the use of Chinese sources for Qarakhanid history has remained
almost exclusively in the hands of Chinese scholars.While Chinese scholars
are certainly aware of non&Chinese sources and studies on the Qarakha&
nids,
21
 though they are not always updated, non&Chinese scholars tend to
ignore Chinese materials completely. Chinese scholars have access to Mus&
lim sourceson theQarakhanidsdirectly (as in the caseofHuaTao), ormore
often through secondary means. These include the collections of sources
published in the Soviet Central Asian republics, such asMaterialy po istorii
Kirgizov i Kirgizii (Information on the history of the Qyrghyz and Qyr&
ghyzstan).
22
 Although the Russian translations are usually accurate, the rea&
ding of selected passages instead of the whole book can sometimes distort
the historical context. Another channel to Muslim sources is the use of the
ever&growing body of scholarly translations of Muslim literary works to
Chinese. Apart from two of the three main Qarakhanid&Turkic literary
works (Qutadghu Bilig and ‘Atabat al*Haqā’iq),
23
 there are Chinese trans&
lations of themajor works of the Persian historians of theMongols, Juwaynī
and Rashīd al&Dīn, the first at least is crucial for understanding the end of
the Qarakhanids; of Jamal Qarshi’sMulkhaqāt al*ṣurāḥ, that cites from the
now lost eleventh century history of Kashgar one of the most detailed des&
criptions of Satuq’s islamization; and of other important Arabic works such
asMas‘ūdī’sMurūj al*dhahab. Chinese scholars also have access toMuslim
sources through the secondary works such as those of Barthold, Pritsak, and
the general Soviet works on the histories of the Central Asian peoples and
republics
24
. The Chinese debate on Qarakhanid origins, for example, takes
into account the western approaches to the issue, notably Barthold’s
Yaghma hypothesis and Pritsak’s Qarluq theory,
25
 while Central Asian or
Western literature ignores the Chinese viewpoint altogether. This is also true
in the field of numismatics,
26
 where certainRussian articles are even transla&
ted toChinese, but not vice versa. It should also be noted that since some of






there has been no serious attempt at a new synthesis of the subject since




What then can Chinese sources and studies on the Qarakhanids add to
the general knowledge of this dynasty? Their main contribution is, quite
naturally, related to the history of the eastern realm of the Qarakhanid, that
later became the eastern khanate, which is usually marginalized in the
research literature written outside China.
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 Not only can we obtain much
more information on the conquest of Khotan, but the social and economic
history of the Qarakhanids in general, and the eastern khanate in particular,
can also be advanced by the information gained through its coins and other
remains. Certainly the old debate on Qarakhanid origins can be enriched,
though not necessarily concluded, by adding Chinese views on the subject.
Another theme that can greatly benefit from Chinese materials is the Qara&
khanid role in the Silk Road trade detected through their connections with
theChinesestates.
Qarakhanids,theSilkRoadandWorldSystem
Despite the recent “boom” in Silk Road studies, perhaps the most
neglected period is that of the tenth till twelfth centuries, a period which is
generally described as “a time of decline.” This decline is explained by the
dissolution of the Tang dynasty, from the late ninth century, on the one




Certainly east&west contacts were more developed at the height of the
Tang or under theMongol world empire. Yet describing the tenth to twelfth
centuries simply as a “time of decline,” contradicts at least two other often&
repeatedfacts.The first is that thenameKhitai (orCathay),originating in the
nomadic Khitans who ruled Mongolia, Manchuria and parts of north China
for more than 200 years (907&1125), and flourished in Central Asia as the
Qara Khitai for nearly a century afterwards, became the standard name for
China in Russia,West Asia and Europe.
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 The second, is that this same per&
iod was also a time of great Islamic expansion to the east, which led to the
conversion of many Central Asian Turks, including of course the Qarakha&
nids
32
. It is therefore clear that cross&cultural contacts continued during this
period, and with quite a significant scope, though the political fragmentation
andthenatureofthesourcesmakeitmoredifficulttofollowthemclosely.
In order to reconstruct this “neglected Silk Road,” one has to combine
information from both east and west, using literary and archaeological
sources together. My own work on the Qara Khitai, that deals with the
twelfth century, suggests that Jin andSong artifacts found theirway toBala&
saghun and Samarkand,
33
 and that Khitāi robes were highly appreciated
among the Saljūqs and the Khwārizm shāhs.
34
 Qara Khitai wine, on the

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other hand, was warmly welcomed in Jin markets,
35
 and Muslim Balasag&
hunimerchants, aswell as otherQaraKhitai subjects, arrived at Jinmarkets,
though not regularly.
36
 Most of the Qara Khitai eastern trade (and therefore
also Qarakhanid trade) seems to have been conducted through the Tangut
state,
37




The Khitan Liao dynasty, the forefathers of the Qara Khitai, probably
played a prominent role in the Silk Road trade of the tenth to early&twelfth
centuries.Although there areChinese studies on theKhitans’ role in the Silk
Road,
39
 the reconstruction of Central Asian trade with China in this period
could benefit greatly not only from taking into account the remains in Xin&
jiang, but also from a fuller use of the vastmaterials from the Liao tombs, a
significant numberofwhich havebeen excavated in the last decades in north
China.
40
 The rich findings of the Liao tombs include several artifacts of
Muslim origin. A first attempt to exploit this material is Ma Wenkuan’s




For the question of islamization in this period, Chinese works are
usually less useful.
42
 For clarifying this aspect, or perhaps the intellectual
atmosphere of the Qarakhanid realm in general, a closer look at theMuslim
religious works from the Qarakhanid period can be helpful. Those Arabic
texts, many of them still inmanuscript, include several Ḥanafî legal works,
43

as well as treatises dealing with religious concepts; books of sermons; theo&
logical works etc.,
44
 most of them written under the western Qarakhanids.
While many of these works are liable simply to reproduce former works or
to ignore contemporary events completely, some can shed a certain light on
the issues involved. For example, Kitab al*siyar, part of the famous legal
work of Qāḍî Khan, that was composed in late twelfth century Farghāna,
contains an indirect evidence of religious syncretism. While discussing the
issue of whom Muslims are allowed to take captive in dār al&ḥarb, Qāḍî
Khan insisted that they were allowed to capture those who fasted, read the
Qur’ān, but also worshipped idols or venerated their own kings.
45
 Qādî
Khanmight not have treated those syncretics asMuslims, butwhat is impor&
tant for us here is that we have a concrete proof of the often claimed (but
rarely documented) notion of syncretism (people using Muslim rites toge&
therwiththeirown),asastageintheislamizationprocess.
Amuch better example of the possible use ofMuslim religious works as
a source for Qarakhanid religious (and political) history, though not with
regard to islamization, is given in Shahab Ahmed’s recent study of al&Faryā&
bī’sKitābkhāliṣatal*ḥaqā’iq,writteninBukharain1200A.D.Faryābī’sbook
on morality and piety was dedicated to a Bukharan ṣadr ṣudūr al&‘ālam, that
Ahmed identifies with the Burhānid ṣadr,Muḥammad II b. Aḥmad (d.1219).
Yet the author also praises Ibrāhīm, the Sultan of Samarkand, thereby asser&
ting the rule of the Qarakhanid Ibrāhīm b. Ḥusayn in Bukhara at that time.

84/MichalBiran
More important, al&Faryābī’s book contains a bibliography of the works on
which he drew for compiling it. By analyzing this bibliography and identi&
fying the scholars on Faryābī’s list, Ahmed concluded that the great majo&
rity of those scholars came from Transoxania and Khurāsān, and that a
regional north&eastern Islamic tradition evolved, especially in the eleventh&
twelfth centuries, in the western Qarakhanid realm.
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 The use of Muslim
religious works therefore can result in a better understanding of the intel&
lectual background of an important segment of the western Qarakhanid
elite, and in broadening the discussion of Qarakhanid intellectual culture,
which often tends to emphasize only the major two surviving Turkic works
(orthreeifwecountthe‘Atabatal*ḥaqā’iqaswell).
The intellectual boundaries, just like the trade routes, are not identical
with political boundaries (the Qarakhanids never ruled in Khurāsān, for
example),
47
 but the general context inboth east andwest, inwhich theQara&
khanid were active, is essential for understanding their history, and their role
onthefrontiersofbothChinaandtheMuslimworld.
To sum up, the reconstruction of Qarakhanid history, just like that of the
Qara Khitai, is certainly not going to be an easy task. It requires the use of
several languages and disciplines, and the painstaking work of combining
fragmentary bits of information and trying to make sense out of them. Yet,
the juxtaposition of eastern and western information, including both a fresh
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Dashi(WesternLiao) .................................大石
Dunhuang...................................................敦煌
Halahan ......................................................哈喇汗
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HeiyiDashi ................................................黑依大食
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Kalahan ......................................................喀喇汗
Liao ............................................................遼
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Moyu..........................................................墨玉
Qiuci...........................................................龜茲
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Songshi.......................................................宋史
Tujue ..........................................................突厥
WeiLiangtao ..............................................魏良弢
XiLiao .......................................................西遼
XiXia .........................................................西夏
XinTangshu ...............................................ᮄ唐書
YelüDashi..................................................耶律大石
Yutian(Khotan) .........................................于闐
Zhenghe......................................................政和
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